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An observation that has been frequently made in the literature on discourse particles is that
different regional variants of German provide different inventories of discourse particles (i.a.
Thurmair 1989). The aim of this talk is to provide evidence that there is also potential variation
regarding the semantic contribution of discourse particles that are shared among regional vari-
ants of German. In particular, I show that the semantic contribution of the discourse particle
eh in Federal German (FG eh) differs from that in Austrian German (AG eh), and that the two
regional variants show intriguing differences in their behavior in polar questions.
FG vs. AG eh in declaratives. FG and AG eh contribute distinct not at-issue content (NaIC).
(1) A: Should we remind Maria to bring Peter along?

B: Nein, sie bringt den eh mit. (‘No, she will EH bring him along.’)
FG eh (applied to the proposition p denoted by the host sentence) contributes NaIC, which is
connected to the discourse context via a condition of use (CoU). No content is added to the
proposition p at the at-issue level. The CoU of FG eh requires that a proposition r be currently
on the Table (Farkas & Bruce 2010) that normally leads to the truth of p (read as defeasible
inference). The particle’s NaIC states, in short, that there is another reason r′ for the at-issue
content p (see a.o. Weydt 1983, Thurmair 1989). At the at-issue level p is asserted to hold:
(2) JehFGKc(p) = p

CoU: ∃r on Table ∀t′[r(t′)(w0) p(t′)(w0)]
NaIC: ∃r′[r′(t0)(w0) = 1 & r′ 6= r & ∀t′[r′(t′)(w0) p(t′)(w0)]]

Hence in (1), a Federal German speaker B asserts that Maria will bring Peter along. The use
of ehFG is felicitous since A’s question puts the proposition on the Table that Maria should be
reminded to bring Peter along (which would normally lead to her bringing him along). And
the use of ehFG conveys that there is another true proposition r′ which normally leads to Maria
bringing Peter along (which is why it is already determined that she will bring Peter along).
In contrast to FG eh, AG eh contributes NaIC which conveys (applied to the proposition p
denoted by the host sentence) that the speaker (cS) believes that the addressee’s (cA) belief
worlds are compatible with both p and ¬p and that the addressee wants p to be true.
(3) JehAGKc(p) = p

NaIC: BelcS(p ∩ BelcA 6= ∅ & ¬p ∩ BelcA 6= ∅ & BulcA ⊂ p)

Hence in (1), an Austrian German speaker B asserts that Maria will bring Peter along. The use
of ehAG additionally conveys that B believes that A can exclude neither Maria’s bringing Peter
along nor Maria’s not bringing Peter along but would prefer it if Maria would bring Peter along.
Eh in polar questions. The behavior of FG and AG eh differs most radically in polar questions.
(4) A: I’ll get you coffee.

B: Gehst du eh zum Kaffeeautomaten?
‘Are you EH going to the coffee dispenser?’

The contribution of FG eh (applied to the sentence radical p of the question ?p; see Csipak
& Zobel 2014) ceases to be NaIC in (4). That is, in polar questions, the NaIC of ehFG in (2)
is asked for while the sentence radical p is presupposed/backgrounded – this behavior distin-
guishes FG eh from all other particles, for which their contribution is said to be unvaryingly
NaIC (see Thurmair 1989, Zimmermann 2011). The CoU of ehFG stays the same. So, in (4),
the use of eh is felicitous for a Federal German speaker since A’s utterance puts the proposition
on the Table that A will get B coffee (=r), which would lead to A’s going to the coffee dispenser
(=p). Hence, A’s utterance establishes that p. B’s utterance treats p as established and asks
whether there is another true proposition r′ which leads to p (e.g., A wants coffee herself).
In contrast to FG eh, AG eh (also applied to the sentence radical p of ?p) still contributes NaIC
– the addressee’s belief in the NaIC in (3) is shifted to the speaker’s belief, though:
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(5) JehAGKc(?p) =?p (cf. Zimmermann 2011 on wohl)
NaIC: BelcS(p ∩ BelcS 6= ∅ & ¬p ∩ BelcS 6= ∅ & BulcS ⊂ p)

Hence in (4), an Austrian German speaker B asks whether A will go to the coffee dispenser.
That is, in Austrian German, (4) is only coherent if A could get coffee from at least one other
place. The use of ehAG conveys that B can exclude neither A’s going to the coffee dispenser
nor A’s not going to the coffee dispenser, and that B wants A to go to the coffee dispenser (e.g.,
because B only likes coffee from there).
Previous literature. In previous work on FG eh, its use in polar question has been said to
be very rare and to occur only with high negation (Thurmair 1989). Examples with low nega-
tion (Fisseni 2009) and without negation (Bruijnen & Sudhoff 2013) have only been observed
recently (although these authors do not observe the switch from NaIC to at-issue content). Ac-
cording to the analysis above, the CoU and the requirement that p be presupposed restricts FG
eh to very specific contexts so that we would expect FG eh in polar questions to be infrequent.
Corpus study. The semantic differences between FG and AG eh and the restrictiveness of
FG eh in polar questions are corroborated by the results of a corpus study. I investigated the
occurrence frequency of eh in newspaper texts for three German speaking areas: Lower Saxony
(Germany; BZ and HA), the Nuremberg area (Germany; NN and NZ), and Eastern Austria
(NoeN and BVZ). We find that the occurrence frequency of eh increases when we go from
the North West to the South East (see barplot). If AG eh, in contrast to FG eh, may occur
in declaratives and interrogatives without restrictions (as argued above), we predict the higher
occurrence frequency of eh in NoeN & BVZ vs. the four German newspapers.
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declarative polar interrog.
Lower Saxony (GER) 249 (0.996) 1 (0.004)
Nuremberg area (GER) 249 (0.996) 1 (0.004)
Eastern Austria (AUT) 234 (0.936) 16 (0.064)

In addition, random samples of 250 items for each of the three areas were annotated for SEN-
TENCE TYPE (declarative vs. polar interrogative). As the table above shows, the relative fre-
quencies of the uses found in polar interrogatives differs for the areas in Germany and Austria.
This strengthens the above conclusion that AG eh is less restricted than FG eh.
Looking at the corpus examples in detail, we find that most examples of AG eh in polar ques-
tions are judged as odd by speakers of Federal German. For instance, for a Federal German
speaker, (6) presupposes that the speaker is in Waidhofen an der Ybbs and asks whether there is
another reason for his being there instead of a contextually given potential reason. The oddness
arises since it is unclear what a plausible context of use for such an utterance could be.
(6) Bin ich hier eh in Waidhofen an der Ybbs?

‘Am I EH in Waidhofen an der Ybbs?’ (NoeN)
Examples with FG eh do not trigger comparably strong reactions in Austrian German speakers
– the meaning/purpose understood for a given utterance changes, though (see (1) & (4)).
To complement the results of the corpus study, an experimental study with participants in Aus-
tria and Germany is currently conducted that investigates the behaviour of eh in polar questions
in detail. Participants are presented with polar questions containing eh in contexts that fit the
semantics proposed for FG eh vs. AG eh. The results of the study are still outstanding.
Selected references: Csipak & Zobel. 2014. A condition on the distribution of discourse particles
across types of questions. • Farkas & Bruce. 2010. On reacting to assertions and polar questions. •
Thurmair. 1989. Modalpartikeln und ihre Kombinationen. •Weydt. 1983. Semantische Konvergenz. •
Zimmermann. 2011. Discourse particles.
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